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The Hon Bill Marmion 

Minister for the Environment 

29th Floor, Allendale Square 

77 St Georges Terrace 

Perth WA 6000 

 

 

20 January 2011 

 

 

Dear Minister Marmion 

 

Re: Magellan Metals lead carbonate exports  

 

I am writing to you about the unfolding Magellan Metals saga and I propose a way 

forward that allows Magellan to operate whilst ensuring the safety of West Australians. 

 

As you are aware, I and many others in Fremantle did not believe that Magellan should 

have been given a second chance to export lead carbonate in Fremantle, given their 

history in Esperance.  We did not believe that they would be able to comply with the 

conditions set, for the 10 year life of the Wiluna mine.  Unfortunately we were right.  

They have breached their conditions on numerous occasions, from one month into their 

operation which started 16 months ago (see attached Annexure B which details their 

breaches).  This is quite unbelievable.  Now is the time to set a safe regime in place.    

 

Magellan has consistently demonstrated a cavalier attitude in flouting their obligations, 

just as they did in Esperance.  This pattern of conduct is of grave concern and begs the 

question – do we have to wait for an Esperance scale lead contamination at 

Fremantle before the Government will take strong action against Magellan? 

 

The way forward 

 

There is a solution to this that would see Magellan stay in business and West 

Australians protected.  You have the power to change the conditions under which 

Magellan operate.  I urge you to amend their conditions to require the export of lead 

blocks only, as per their initial application approved on 6 July 2004 for the export of lead 

blocks through Geraldton (see attached Annexure A).  It is interesting that Magellan 

proposed to export lead blocks in 2004 when lead traded at around $US 500 per tonne.  

This proves that a smelter was a commercially viable option when lead traded at $US 

500 per tonne.  The current lead price is now 4 times as high, with lead trading at $US 

2100 per tonne.  With these high values, value adding to production by smelting at 
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Wiluna would be commercially viable. In fact Dominic Claridge, Chief Operations Officer 

at Griffin Mining Ltd, is an industry executive who can attest to this.   

 

I would appreciate an opportunity to meet with you at your earliest convenience to 

discuss this, given that my Fremantle constituents are directly affected by your decision. 

As discussed with you this morning, I seek this meeting before you make any further 

decisions that affect Magellan‟s right to operate.  I would appreciate having Mr Claridge 

in attendance so that an independent industry perspective can be heard.   

 

As the incoming Environment Minister, this is your opportunity to deal with this 

recalcitrant company once and for all, without waiting for the next breach.  Magellan has 

shown that it cannot comply with your Government‟s conditions, which are “the most 

rigorous conditions that can be placed on a proposal of this kind.”1  Hence any attempt 

to tighten the conditions on lead carbonate export would be futile.  The only safe way to 

proceed now is for the conditions to be amended in line with Magellan‟s initial 2004 

approval to export lead blocks.   

 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 
 

Adele Carles MLA 

Member for Fremantle 

 

 

Enc:  Annexure A – Magellan‟s 2004 approval for lead blocks through Geraldton 

 Annexure B - Submission; Magellan‟s Fremantle export breaches   

 

 

Cc Premier, Hon C J Barnett MLA 

 Minister for Transport, Hon T R Buswell MLA  

                                                           
1
 Former Environment Minister, Hon Donna Faragher, March 2009 
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Annexure ‘B’  

Submission: Magellan’s Fremantle export breaches  

Ms Adele Carles Fremantle MLA 

January 2011 

 

This submission details breaches by Magellan Metal Pty Ltd of the „Magellan Lead 

Carbonate Project, Wiluna‟ as outlined in Ministerial Statement no. 783, published on 2 

February 2009.  This project applies to the export of lead carbonate from the Wiluna 

mine site to the Port of Fremantle by rail through 22 suburbs in the south eastern 

corridor of Perth.  The pattern of behaviour demonstrated by Magellan Metals Pty Ltd 

with regards to handling, transport, monitoring and reporting on lead carbonate 

shipments is unacceptable and places many Western Australians at unnecessary risk.  

While Magellan has tried to characterise the incident of elevated lead dust readings in 

shipping containers as a falsely reported contamination incident (and there are serious 

doubts as to their credibility on this point), the most serious aspect arising from the 

incident relates to reporting requirements.  

 

The current incident occurred on 14 October 2009.  Under condition 10-1 of Statement 

783 Magellan is required to immediately report any material containing lead carbonate 

outside the sealed bags after a shipping container is removed from the mine site to the 

CEO of the DEC.  This never happened.  The Health, Hygiene and Environmental 

Monitoring Program endorsed on August 2009 required such a breach to be reported to 

the DEC, DoH and the relevant local authority within 12 hours.  This never happened.  

Magellan was 14 months out of time when it finally reported it to the EPA.  Magellan 

failed to report it to the other relevant agencies. 

 

Given that Magellan believed the results to be non-compliant – why did they withhold 

the results for so long?  I am concerned that the results were withheld to allow the entire 

stockpile of lead carbonate to be exported and only then were they presented to the 

EPA.  The fact that Magellan now claim that the results were a laboratory error by a 

NATA accredited facility (why did it take over 12 months to determine that?) does 

nothing to disguise the fact that the results were withheld from regulators.  It begs the 

question as to whether Magellan would have been prepared to withhold other data that 

demonstrated contamination if they believed it would halt their export of lead carbonate. 
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Breach of Ministerial Conditions and non-compliance  

The recent lead contamination „scare‟ caused by Magellan has generated significant 

media attention which has focused on whether or not lead carbonate contamination has 

occurred at Fremantle Port.  In response, the Government has issued assurances that 

there is no contamination and that lead levels detected are below „acceptable‟ levels.  

However, the expectation of the public is that there should be no Magellan lead 

carbonate detected at all in Fremantle.   

It is clear that Magellan has breached multiple conditions over an extended period of 

time, the extent of which remains unknown to the public (which in itself is an indictment 

of Magellan‟s conduct).  Magellan has also been non-compliant in relation to a range of 

operational procedures designed to reduce contamination risks and ultimately protect 

the public from lead carbonate exposure. 

1) In May 2010, Inspectorate Australia‟s (IA) first six-monthly audit of Magellan‟s 

procedures found that the bulka bags used for transporting the lead carbonate 

were being stored in the lead carbonate stockpile at the mine-site2.  This resulted 

in the bags being dusted with visible quantities of lead carbonate.  It is not clear 

how long Magellan had engaged in this practice which led to the contamination of 

the exterior of the bulka bags. 

 

2) This inspection was undertaken six months after exports through Fremantle 

began on 19th September 2009.  IA certified that all bags were loaded without 

visible lead carbonate dust on their surface.  However, this certification did not 

guarantee the bags were free of lead carbonate contamination. 

  

                                                           
2
 Inspectorate Australia (2010) Audit Report – May 2010. Six Monthly Process Audit - Packaging and transport for 

lead carbonate concentrate. Magellan Lead Project. 
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Figure 1 Bulka bags sitting in lead carbonate stockpile (source IA May 2010 Report) 

 

3) The same audit report also identified an ongoing lack of security at the Container 

Transfer at Leonora which permitted free access to the site and therefore 

potential for tampering or exposure.  It was also noted that neither of the ship 

loading terminals have a specific process for individual containers to be 

inspected, either for damage nor that the seals are intact. 

 

4) September 2009 - No random dust monitoring inside containers was conducted 

as required due to commissioning of monitoring equipment and operator 

training3.  This breaches a required condition (10-1) of Ministerial Statement 783. 

 

5) October 2009 - Random dust monitoring inside containers was conducted during 

October but the results were not included in the report as required.  A note in the 

report indicates that „Results will be made available on the Magellan website’4. 

This did not occur until late 2010, nearly 15 months later and only after John 

Yeates of Magellan handed the results (which appeared to breach the baseline 

standards) to the OEPA on 15 December 2010.  The results reported on the 

Magellan website did not indicate any breaches and the results handed to the 

OEPA have not been made public.  This constitutes a breach of the reporting 

requirements. 

 

6) November 2009 – Only 1 out of 190 containers was subject to random air 

monitoring and the results were not included in the report as required5.   

                                                           
3
 Inspectorate Australia(2009) MAGELLAN LEAD PROJECT MONTHLY REPORT SEPTEMBER 2009 

4
 Inspectorate Australia(2009) MAGELLAN LEAD PROJECT MONTHLY REPORT OCTOBER 2009 

5
 Inspectorate Australia(2009) MAGELLAN LEAD PROJECT MONTHLY REPORT NOVEMBER 2009 
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Again a note in the report indicates „Results will be made available on the 

Magellan website’.  This did not occur until late 2010 nearly 15 months later and 

only after John Yeates of Magellan handed the results (which appeared to 

breach the baseline standards) to the OEPA on 15 December 2010.  The results 

reported on the Magellan website did not indicate any breaches and the results 

handed to the EPA have not been made public.  This constitutes a breach of 

reporting requirements. 

 

7) December 2009 – Only 3 out of 239 containers were sampled and the same note 

and circumstances applied as in 4) and 5) above. This constitutes a breach of 

reporting requirements. 

 

8) January 2010 – December 2010. ie the whole year of 2010. No results of random 

air monitoring in containers are included in any of the IA reports for the entire 

year.  By March 2010, IA had stopped including any reference in the reports to 

the results being posted on Magellan‟s website.  Until late 2010 any attempt to 

access the results on the Magellan website revealed the following disclaimer;  

 

Air Quality Monitoring Inside Containers - Regular operational 

sampling from the mine site to the Port is in effect. Due to equipment 

and logistics related challenges, the baseline for sampling has not yet 

been established. Once the baseline is established (through 

monitoring empty containers from the Port to the mine site), all of the 

monitoring data will be uploaded to this website. 

 

When Magellan presented the 15 months of container air monitoring results to 

the OEPA in December 2010, both Magellan and the OEPA formed the view that 

the monitoring results breached the baseline limits for lead carbonate inside the 

containers.  Yet the OEPA and the public had not been informed by Magellan of 

this information since the shipments began in September 2009.  This is clearly in 

breach of the reporting requirements in Ministerial Statement 783 where any 

suspected exceedences are to be reported immediately.  

 

This delay ensured that Magellan were able to export almost their entire stockpile 

of lead carbonate without facing a stop order from the Minister.  When the 

Minister was informed of the potential breach an order to cease all transportation 

was invoked and the ban remains in place.  If they had reported the breach 

earlier the export of the stockpile would have been jeopardised. 
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Magellan also report that only 22 test results were reported out of 37 tests 

because of equipment failure, inadequate equipment or failure of personnel to 

collect filters.   

 

9) In June 2010, IA exposed Magellan‟s practice of falsifying the weight of lead 

carbonate being loaded into bulka bags for transport6.  In IA‟s view the 

falsification of the labelling was designed to avoid the inspector‟s scrutiny.  This 

practice involved bags being overloaded by between 100 and 318 kg over the 

2000kg limit (see Fig. 2 below).  The bulka bags are only certified to carry 

2000kg when subject to the mandatory UN drop test from 0.8 metres height.  The 

overloading of the bags greatly increases the risk of rupturing of bags during 

transport and subsequent contamination. 

 

                         

Figure 2 Falsified labels on bulka bags with true reading on scale (IA June 2010 report) 

 

The „contamination scare‟ of December 2010/January 2011  

 

This incident has raised a number of issues which have not been adequately resolved.  

Subsequent to the revelation from Magellan that air monitoring showed breaches of 

baseline levels inside containers, further testing by the DEC confirmed the presence of 

lead both inside containers and on the exterior surface of the containers at the Port of 

Fremantle.  Subsequent isotopic lead profiling confirmed that the lead was lead 

carbonate from Magellan albeit below „acceptable‟ levels.  On the same day that 

Environment Minister Bill Marmion issued a media statement confirming that Magellan‟s 

lead carbonate was on the exterior of the containers, John Yeates of Magellan held a 

                                                           
6
 Inspectorate Australia (2010) MAGELLAN LEAD PROJECT MONTHLY REPORT JUNE 2010 
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press conference and stated “There is no lead above baseline in the containers and 

certainly there is no lead outside the containers.”  This statement is clearly misleading 

and intended to downplay the isotopic lead profiling results showing lead on the exterior 

of the containers.  

It is not clear how many containers were affected or how long this residual 

contamination had been affecting containers transporting lead carbonate since 

September 2009. 

This has been presented in the media by the DEC as a positive outcome – in many 

ways it is not.  While everyone is obviously pleased that no widespread contamination 

has yet been identified, it raises these issues;  

 

 A „powerful‟ container wash down facility is installed at the mine-site.  It has to 

be questioned how effective this facility is if lead carbonate is still present on the 

containers in Fremantle. 

 

 Only a small number of the thousands of containers have been sampled on 

their exterior – how high have lead carbonate levels been on those that have 

not been tested? 

 

 If low levels of lead carbonate are left on the containers in Fremantle, how much 

has blown off along the transport route from Wiluna to Fremantle?  Magellan 

Metals claim that their extensive monitoring along the transit route reveals no 

contamination by lead carbonate but the methodology of baseline levels they 

have chosen will disguise any lead carbonate contamination until it is too late.  

 

For example, if a baseline has been set at a sample point based on 

„background‟ lead levels of 250mg/kg, Magellan will only conduct isotopic 

analysis to identify Magellan lead if the lead level in subsequent tests exceeds 

250mg/kg.  Lead dust blows around and the levels can and do drop in 

subsequent tests.  If the next scheduled test reveals a level of 200mg/kg it will 

not be isotopically tested because it does not exceed the baseline (even though 

Magellan lead may be contributing to the sample concentration as it falls from 

the containers during transport).  It will be assumed that there is no contribution 

from Magellan lead carbonate. By the time the levels exceed the baseline 

significant contamination may have already occurred.  

 

 How was Inspectorate Australia able to sign off on their December 2010 

inspection report with the following statement  -  
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Magellan Metals have fully complied with Ministerial Statement 783 and the 

Implementation of Condition 10 document (sic). Specifically, that all bags, 

containers and trucks have departed from the Magellan mine site without lead 

carbonate concentrate dust on the outside of the sealed bags, containers or 

trucks7. 

These are the same containers that have now been confirmed to have lead carbonate 

dust on their exterior surfaces.  Are Inspectorate Australia competent to provide this 

certification?  It appears that this „self regulation‟ and so called „independent‟ auditing 

has failed.   

            

A report tabled in Parliament on 6 September 2007 titled “Inquiry into the Cause and 

Extent of Lead Pollution in the Esperance Area” (the Inquiry) made damning findings 

about Magellan and the WA regulators.  What is of grave concern is that the 

recommendations have not been followed and the same company and the same system 

is still operating.  Dr Kim Hames said in Parliament when he tabled this report: 

  

“Magellan has failed in many ways. It failed to recognise the hazardous 
nature of the product, by both the exposure of its workers during the 
early stage of development, and the incorrect dangerous goods 
classification of its product. It failed in its duty of care for its employees 
in that it received many notices from mining inspectors for breaching 
guidelines relating to the monitoring and management of the product, 
which resulted in elevated blood levels for many of its employees. It 
gave incorrect information to the Environmental Protection Authority in 
its application to vary the ministerial approval for its proposal to export 
the product through Esperance. It failed to properly inspect the loading 
facilities at the Esperance port. It failed in its responsibility to ensure 
that the port had adequate monitoring to detect the potential escape of 
the product into the environment. It failed in its duty to ensure that the 
moisture content of its product was sufficiently high to minimise the risk 
of dust emission. Lastly, and in particular, following the major dust event 
on 10 October 2006, Magellan failed to ensure that the moisture 
content of its product was adequate to ensure that the problem was not 
repeated.” 

 

Sounds eerily like the Fremantle breaches.  Are we waiting for history to repeat itself?  

                                                           
7
 Inspectorate Australia(2010) MAGELLAN LEAD PROJECT MONTHLY REPORT DECEMBER 2010 

 


